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Delivery Feature &
Market In sights
The rise of food delivery is changing the foodservice landscape. Consumers now have access to any type of
cuisine at their fingertips, increasing competition beyond traditional borders, as they look to cater to their
busy lifestyles by having restaurant quality meals at home.

1/3 of adults living in capital cities are now food delivery users with an estimated 68 million online
food orders each year and over 7,000 orders each hour.

Australians are spending a whopping
$2.6 billion each year on delivered
meals and drinks, equating
to an average individual
spend of $1,590 each year.
DID YOU KNOW?
In the McCain Global Takeaway & Delivery study, it was
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found that 30% of the Australian consumers surveyed
have traded up from traditional take away to delivery.
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Information sources: Technomic Global Takeaway & Delivery Report, Dec 2018, Australia’s shocking food delivery bill revealed by new research, www.news.com.
au; Australians spend $1,590 each year on delivered food, www.finder.com.au; IBISWorld Industry Report OD5538 Online Food Ordering and Delivery Platforms in
Australia October 2018 Bao Vuong; Financial Review, ‘Food delivery aggregators such as UberEats fuel online fast-food sales, jan 2018

Online food delivery services are now worth 12% of sales of the
cafe, restaurant and takeaway food services industry and expected
to grow 15.4% p.a. over the next 5 years.
Online takeaway orders are forecast to rise from $1.5 billion in 2017 to $4.2
billion by 2025. What does $4.2 billion look like? Imagine 23 per cent of the
total Fast Food market!
Morgan Stanley estimates that aggregators such as MenuLog, UberEats, Deliveroo
and Foodora will lift sales from $600 million in 2017 to $2.4 billion by 2025 as more consumers
and restaurants shift online and as aggregators expand into new markets.
As time poor consumers move to more convenient ways of ordering, reviews and ratings become
increasingly important, becoming less about the first impressions of décor or location. Maintaining
reputation is key for operators, driving the need to offer quality food and ingredients that stand
out from the crowd.

Consumer Insights
82% of consumers experienced soggy fries via takeaway/delivery and soggy chips are bad for business
70% of consumers say bad fries ruin their meal experience
83% of consumers would not order fries through a delivery service
Research shows that when it comes to fries, consumer expectation doesn’t differ between dine in,
delivery or takeaway, they always want the perfect fry.

73% of consumers agree that they would go back to a venue with good fries
77% of consumers agree that their fries should always be both hot and crispy when delivered
83% of consumers agree they would order good quality fries again from the same venue
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THE BIGGEST
Fries play a vital role in the eating out experience and set the scene for the entire meal,
so they need to be hot and MUST be crispy!
Great quality is now an expectation for consumers, whether they are eating in, getting
take-away or delivery. As fries can make up 1/3 of the dish it’s vital to get them right.
Sadly 82% of consumers experience soggy, cold, poor quality fries via delivery and
take-away. Further to this, 83% of consumers would not order fries through
a delivery service at all, with over half saying they did not have the confidence that
fries would be delivered hot and crispy.

BUT THAT’S ALL ABOUT TO CHANGE!
NEW McCain SureCrisp™ is the game-changing fry featuring an advanced batter technology
that stays consistently crispy across delivery, takeaway and on-premise channels.

* Based on a delivery time of 30 minutes from preparation, under simulated conditions. Subject to compliance with McCain’s cooking
instructions. Product quality may be affected by different delivery conditions such as packaging, delivery protocol, travel times and climate.
† Compared to McCain 10mm Fast Fry.
‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten.
Information source: Technomic Global Takeaway & Delivery Report, Dec 2018.
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What do consumers LOVE about
McCain SureCrisp™ fries
after 30 minutes?

“Good Colour, Crisp
and Good Texture”

"It ta sted
crispy"

“LOVED THE CUT OF THE CHIP, COLOUR AND FLAVOUR”
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"Crun
Ta sty"
“CRISPY AND GOOD AFTERTASTE”
“SureCrisp™ had the best
flavour and was nice and crisp”

p
"Nice C ol our, Cris
"
a n d Good Shape
Verbatim based on consumer sensory of 58 adults, after product held for 30 minutes under a heat lamp.
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™
THE GAME CHANGING FRY

THAT DELIVERS!

Delivers on

Superior Hold

Advanced batter technology for
a hold time of up to 30 minutes*,
and crispier for 3x longer†

Delivers on Texture
Fluffy interior with a crispy exterior.

Delivers on

Operational Simplicity

Avoid menuing 2 different fries for on premises, take-away
and delivery with SureCrisp™ that performs on plate and in pack.
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* Based on a delivery time of 30 minutes from preparation, under simulated conditions. Subject to compliance with McCain’s cooking
instructions. Product quality may be affected by different delivery conditions such as packaging, delivery protocol, travel times and climate.
† Compared to McCain 10mm Fast Fry.
‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten.

Delivers on

Consumer Satisfaction

Exceed consumers’ expectations
for fry crispiness, and increase
consumer confidence of
ordering fries as a go-to-side.

Delivers Profitability

Increase sales by expanding your delivery area and confidently
offer one of the most popular and highest menu items for
delivery and takeaway, as well as on-premises.

Gluten Free
Formulation ‡

McCain SureCrisp 10mm Fries
Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 1000007419
Scan Here

for more recipe ideas
& serving suggestions
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Ea sy Tips

To Make Crispiness
Last Even Longer
FRY SLEEVE
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TAKE-AWAY CONTAINER

FOLDED CARTON
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Did you kn ow?

snap shot of the
Pu bs & Clu bs
industry
THERE ARE A TOTAL OF

7,444
PUBS
& 6,125
CLUBS
IN AUSTRALIA...
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NT: PUBS 59
CLUBS 55

QLD: PUBS 1,250
CLUBS 1,060

WA: PUBS 752
CLUBS 931
SA: PUBS 729
CLUBS 1,213

NSW: PUBS 2,538
CLUBS 1,286
ACT: PUBS 89
CLUBS 49
VIC: PUBS 1,809
CLUBS 1,366

TAS: PUBS 165
CLUBS 215

THE NATION’S ADDICTION TO EATING OUT
IS COSTING A SMALL FORTUNE AS AUSTRALIANS
splash more cash THAN EVER ON
EATING OUT.

AVERAGE CUSTOMER
SPEND PER VISIT:
PUBS: LUNCH $27.00, DINNER: $38.82
CLUBS: LUNCH $27.50, DINNER: $30.18
THERE ARE JUST OVER 24 MILLION AUSTRALIANS,
AND THEY EAT OUT AN AVERAGE OF TWO TO
THREE TIMES A WEEK. THAT’S MORE THAN 50

MILLION MEALS OUT EACH WEEK, OR
2.5 BILLION IN A YEAR.

IN 2019 WE’LL BE EATING FASTER THAN EVER, LONG,
LAVISH MEALS HAVE THEIR PLACE, BUT WE’RE KEEN FOR
GREAT QUALITY FOOD IN A HURRY THESE DAYS.

THE INDUSTRY IS

evolving

A SCENE THAT WAS
TRADITIONALLY ALL
ABOUT ALCOHOL AND
GAMING IS BEING
RESHAPED BY CONSUMER
DEMAND FOR GOOD QUALITY
FOOD & UNIQUE SOCIAL
DINING EXPERIENCES.
1,095 CUSTOMERS WERE
ASKED WHAT IRRITATES
THEM WHEN EATING OUT
AND 4.68 OUT OF 5 CLAIMED
THE BIGGEST IRRITATIONS
WAS

bad food.

AS LIFESTYLES ARE GETTING BUSIER, LESS TIME
IS SPENT AT HOME PREPARING LUNCH AND DINNER.

3 out of 5 people agree that they
are eating out more often than
last year!
Information source: Eating out in Australia Fast Food to Fine Dining 2017
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THE MARKET IS MOVING AWAY FROM VALUE FRIES AND TRENDING TOWARDS
PREMIUM AND SPECIALTY FRIES TO COMPLEMENT PREMIUM FOOD AND BEVERAGE
OFFERINGS AND OFFER a point of difference.
(McCAIN BUSINESS INSIGHT)

McCain BEER BATTER FRIES 13MM
Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202293

FRIES ARE NOT ONLY A HIGHLY PROFITABLE MENU LINE,
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THEY ARE ALSO FUNDAMENTAL TO
ACHIEVING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION.

GREAT QUALITY
IS NOW AN
EXPECTATION FOR
CUSTOMERS AND
FRIES ARE
NO EXCEPTION
CUSTOMERS: HAVE EXPECTATIONS ON
THE ‘PERFECT FRY’: CRISPNESS: 97%,
CRUNCHINESS: 93%, COATING/
SEASONING: 87%, APPEARANCE &
COLOUR: 83%.
51% OF PEOPLE WOULD PAY MORE FOR
A SPECIAL TYPE OF CHIP.

Variety is key
to customer
satisfaction.
CUSTOMERS ARE EXPECTING
THEIR FRIES TO BE SERVED IN
UNIQUE WAYS. LOADED,
SEASONED OR
ACCOMPANIED
WITH UNIQUE
DIPPING SAUCES.

(PERFECT FRY REPORT, 2016, PREPARED BY IPSOS.)

THE ROLE OF PREMIUM FOOD OFFERINGS IN
PUBS AND BARS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
EVER BEFORE. A McCAIN RESEARCH STUDY
INTO THE FUTURE OF FRIES HAS FOUND THAT
PUBS WILL CONTINUE BEING A KEY GROWTH
DRIVER FOR FRIES WELL INTO THE FUTURE.
EVEN AS HEALTH TRENDS GROW, PEOPLE ARE
STILL WILLING TO SIT DOWN TO a bowl
of delicious chips.

IN ORDER TO CAPTURE a
larger share OF AN
INCREASINGLY DISCERNING
MARKET, OPERATORS MUST
RESPOND TO CHANGING
CONSUMER TRENDS AND
DIFFERENTIATE THEIR MENU FOR
A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.
(MCCAIN RESEARCH)

(McCAIN RESEARCH - THE FUTURE OF FRIES)
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Fry Station
Ma n a gem ent

1. Safety First
Everyone is responsible for their own safety
and the safety of others. Follow company
rules, regulations and procedures. Be careful
around hot fryers and hot oil. Never exceed
recommended oil cooking temp.
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2. Oil Management
-

Filter Regularly
For optimum performance, filter and clean fryer daily. Filter more often for high-volume frying
or heavy sediment products. Nothing preserves oil life and ensures the quality of fried foods better
than regular filtration and cleaning of the fryer.

-

Skim Often
You can extend the effective life of your oil 1-2 days by using a fine mesh skimmer. Skim to remove
floating particles from the oil as needed and after peak periods. This will also improve the quality of
the finished product.

-

Skim oil every 30 minutes between frying to remove any loose floating particles.

-

Protect your oil when not in use
Protect your oil when not in use. During non-peak times, reduce oil temperature to 120˚C. After hours,
turn off fryer and cover. When cleaning, cover to prevent contamination.

-

Follow cleaning and maintenance schedules as per the company standards or government
regulatory standards.

3. The art of cooking the perfect fry
-

Deep fry in oil at 175˚C (350˚F). Cook for 2-3 minutes.
Please note; cooking times do vary between products, so always check the carton and follow the
cooking instructions on the box.

-

Cook to light golden colour. Do not overcook.

-

All McCain products should be cooked from frozen unless stated otherwise.

-

Before cooking, check the temperature.

-

When a fry goes into the fryer at the right temperature, a crust forms on it.

-

Once the fries are cooked and the basket is lifted out, they start cooling and less steam is made.

-

To drain the basket, shake or bang the basket twice and hang it for at least 20 seconds.

-

Good drainage reduces fat by up to 20%.

-

Season away from fryer. Do not salt or season over fryer, as this causes oil to break down and
will taint the flavour.
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Sweet Profits
Sweet Popularity
Sweet Potato Cross Trax offer
an appealing waffle shape in the
trending sweet potato flavour
consumers love.

Did you know? 1 in 2 consumers
would purchase sweet potato if
available on the menu, key drivers
being taste, and a healthier option to
traditional potato.

Sweet Point-of-Difference
Provides a real point-of-difference
as a permanent core menu change,
or LTO to drive additional sales.
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Information source: McCain Consumer Fry Research, 2018.

Charge a justified price
premium per serve.

Did you know? Consumers view sweet potato
as “different” and they’re willing to pay
a premium for them! Sweet potato fries
increase perceived meal value – driving cheque
averages and guest satisfaction.

Sweet Versatility
Pairing perfectly alongside main
meals, or great as a stand-alone
snacking option.

Scan Here

for more
recipe ideas
& serving
suggestions

Sweet
Performance
Lightly battered for improved
hold time and excellent yield,
leading to more profits.

McCain Sweet Potato Cross Trax
Pack Size: 6x1.13kg
Product Code: MCF05074
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We are here with the Owners of Mega Gyros and
Luvv Gelato Jamie Bonner and Jackson Mexon.
Thanks for talking to us today, lets get started at the
beginning how did you guys get in to owning Mega
Gyros and Luvv Gelato?
Jamie: “I was a diesel fitter, and the Greek in-laws said
that I should open this shop, it took me a few months but
I finally agreed to go ahead with it because there was no
one else doing what we do here at Mega Gyros”
And how did Luvv Gelato join the equation?
Jackson: “Okay I was an exercise physiologist and a
dietitian and I needed a career shift. Because there is a lot
of science behind Gelato and I needed a retirement plan, so
that is what got me into it. It’s a good co-branding exercise,
but more than that the gelato brings in a different crowd
to the Greek food and vice-versa which expands each
of our markets.”
What makes your business successful?
“At first it was about food authentic food, we kept it simple,
but we made sure we were serving good quality food.
The other thing was the staff; we had very good customer
service. You know I can train people to cook the food, but
I can’t train people to be engaging with customers. If you
can’t smile and say hello to a customer when they arrive
and goodbye when they leave, you don’t belong here. We
also work closely with a local organisation called House
with No Steps. We get in kids from House with No Steps
every Wednesday and give them work experience. We like
to engage with our community.”
What are your most popular dishes? What are you
known for?
“On the food side of things the Greek Gyros (which is not
a kebab) and the traditional Merida plates they are great
for families and couples. But everyone will eat a Gyros,
we even have little kids ones so they can be like mum
and dad. We cater for Vegetarians and Vegans and try to
accommodate for peoples requests as much as possible.
On the dessert side, our gelato and waffles or cookie cups
are real crowd favorites.”
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So you guys currently use the McCain SureCrisp
10mm fries on your menu. What made you select
these fries for your business?
Jamie: “Originally we were on a cheap coated imported
chip. Julian from McCain came in recently with this new
chip, he told me that you could still eat these chips after 20
mins and they would still have some warmth and a good
crunch. Because I didn’t believe him I wanted to do the
test, so we cooked them up and left them on a plate on the
bench out in the open, not in a bain-marie . Sure enough
they held their heat and crispiness for 20 mins and half
and hour later we were still eating them. The next day we
switched over without a second thought.”
Jackson: “That was after a conversation I had been having
with Jamie about different strains of potato, where it is
grown and finding the right product for the business rather
than the cheapest price. And Julian passed the test, he
showed us a product that is perfect for our business and
held up to the level he promised.”
Jamie: “Even though they are a more expensive product, I
have noticed that I have no wastage going into the bin; I’m
not throwing away cold soggy chips. And our customers
have noticed the difference and are no longer throwing
away chips at the end of the meal. Before, when staff
cooked too many chips, we had to throw them away,
now because they last so much longer we don’t have
that problem.”

‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten.

What do your customers want in terms of fries?
“They want a good tasting chip, that is nice and long, not
these little drips and drabs you can get. When people are
coming out for a meal they want quality. You know we are
very lucky here, we clean and filter our oil here regularly,
we don’t use our fryer for anything else other than our
chips. Now that we have a good chip, we now have a good
group of followers that are coming in just for these chips.”
What advice do you have for other owners/chefs
when it comes to selecting fries?
“Know your chips, get in touch with McCain and let them
help you to discover what is good for your business. Chefs
would know, there is so many options available, I think it is
important to know more about the product, where does it
come from? And ask the question, why are they different,
how will they help my business? But don’t compromise on
quality to save a few dollars. These chips are great, they
have a gluten free formulation‡, they last for a ridiculous
time, so you’re not going to have customers complaining
that their chips are cold”
Are you currently partnering with any delivery
services? And what advice do you give.
“Yes we partner with Uber, Deliveroo, and MenuLog
is coming on board. We want our food getting to our
customers fresh and hot, so now we wait until the drivers
are here before we start putting together the order. That
is where these chips are great, we know they are getting
to our customers still hot and crispy. We have also noticed
that people use these platforms to discover new food
outlets that they may not have been aware of before,
we have had customers come in saying they found us
on Deliveroo, but walked down to order their meals instore. As a small business I would recommend aligning
yourself with delivery services as it does open you up to
new customers and helps with awareness around the
community, you just need to be careful with when
you cook food. These services are a great tool for a
business but make sure you read the fine print and
know exactly what you are signing up to. Check
which areas they will service for you
and how many drivers are available
to you.”

There is a lot of alternative cuisines and
establishments out there, how do you deal with
the competition? What do you do to stand out?
“We embrace competition, if I had it my way we would
have a food hub all around us. Our food stands out so I’m
not worried about people taking business from me, if we
had other food outlets around us we are always going
to get our share because of what we do here. However,
we could get even more if we had other around us, the
best areas are those where you can take the family and
everyone finds something they want to eat. We pride
ourselves on providing good quality food and a fair price,
and great customer service. We run with a triangular
philosophy, at the top is quality, to one side is price
and customer service is to the other. If I can balance
those out, my customers will keep coming back.”
How do you ensure that you remain relevant?
“We keep our store fresh, and try to change things up on
a regular basis. In addition, Jackson here is massive on
social media. We mainly use Instagram and Facebook,
it’s a whole new world these days, if you are not using
social media you really do have the potential to be left
behind. We look to post at least twice a day, but at times
that are good for our customer demographic. So the Gyros
demographical times are completely different to the Gelato
times, it takes a little bit of analytical work but once you
crack it you can track your success and keep up with any
changes that may occur. In addition to this we still use
word of mouth and other forms of advertising to reach
those demographics that don’t use social media.”

Not All Fries Are
Crea ted Equ al
McCain Premium high
yielding fries result
in you being able to

MAKE MORE MONEY!
HIGH IN SOLIDS
THE RIGHT TEXTURE
LOW IN WATER
THE RIGHT LENGTH
THE RIGHT APPEARANCE (COLOUR)
GREAT TASTING
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Fries are not only a highly profitable menu line, they are also fundamental
to achieving customer satisfaction which is why it’s imperative that operators pay
close attention to their fry selection.

LONGER FRIES

BETTER PLATE
COVERAGE

MORE PORTIONS
PER KG

MORE PROFIT
PER CASE

Get More Serves Per Carton

with McCain fries
= 60 serves
@ $3.50

= 54 serves
@ $3.50

*Gross sales; does not exclude the carton price.

= $210*

= $189*
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give
your
menu
the
Edge Cut Fries
with craft seasoning
are carefully selected
and cut into a
superior shape to
create the
perfect crunch!
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What Do Consumers Love
About McCain Edge Cut Fries
Craft Seasoning?
“SOFT FILLING AND NICE POTATO TASTE”
“Loved the colour, taste
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, cut and texture”

“I really liked the texture
and the crispiness”

“LOVE THE CRUNCH OF THE FRIES
pe
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AND THE FLAVOUR”
"I Likehe Fries"
of t

“THE FLAVOUR IS REALLY NICE AND THE COATING IS VERY APPEALING”
Verbatim based on consumer sensory of 60 adults.
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Edge on

FLAVOUR:

Delicately coated in
a signature blend of
seasoning including
paprika, black pepper
and onion.

Edge on

TEXTURE:

Irresistible fluffy interior and
shaped to edge perfection to
provide a great crunch.

Scan Here

for more
recipe ideas
& serving
suggestions
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Edge on

VALUE PROPOSITION:
Make your menu stand out in a
crowded market by providing a real
point of difference with a fry your
customers will remember.

Edge on

VERSATILITY:
Perfect as a side
of plate, snack
option with dips
and sauces
and even
loaded
with trending
toppings!

McCain Edge Cut Fries
Craft Seasoning
Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 1000006514
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McCAIN
SURECRISP 10MM FRIES

McCAIN
STEAK FRIES

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 1000007419

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203132

Gluten Free Formulation‡
Recommended for delivery

McCAIN
FAST FRY STRAIGHT CUT FRIES 10MM

McCAIN
SHOESTRING FRIES

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203131

Pack Size: 5x3kg
Product Code: 202136

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
CRINKLE CUT FRIES 13MM

McCAIN
THICK ‘N’ CHUNKY CHIPS 15MM

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203120

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203133

Gluten Free Formulation‡
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Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten

McCAIN
EDGE CUT FRIES CRAFT SEASONING

McCAIN
BEER BATTER STEAK FRIES

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 1000006514

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202290

McCAIN
STAY CRISP FRENCH FRIES 10MM

McCAIN
STAY CRISP FRENCH FRIES 10 PLUS

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202168

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202169

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
BEER BATTER FAST FRY 10MM

McCAIN
BEER BATTER FRIES 13MM

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202291

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202293
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McCAIN
FISH SHOP CHIP

McCAIN
STRAIGHT CUT FRIES 13MM

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 202284

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203136

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
HASH BROWN OVALS

McCAIN
CREAM FLESH STRAIGHT CUT 10MM

Product Code 202510
Pack Size 6x2kg

Pack Size: 6x2.5kg
Product Code: 1000002658

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
CREAM FLESH STRAIGHT CUT 13MM

McCAIN
SEASONED WEDGES

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203139

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202254

Gluten Free Formulation‡
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‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten

McCAIN
SWEET POTATO CROSS TRAX

McCAIN SWEET POTATO
STRAIGHT CUT FRIES 10MM

Pack Size: 6x1.13kg
Product Code: MCF05074

Product Code 1000004869
Pack Size 6x1.13kg

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
SKIN ON FRIES

McCAIN
RUSTIC FRIES

Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 1000002975

Pack Size: 6x2kg
Product Code: 202120

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡

McCAIN
FREEZE CHILL STRAIGHT CUT FRIES 10MM

McCAIN
FREEZE CHILL STRAIGHT CUT FRIES 13MM

Pack Size: 6x2.5kg
Product Code: 202152

Pack Size: 6x2.5kg
Product Code: 202153

Gluten Free Formulation‡

Gluten Free Formulation‡
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Tip:

Update your menu regularly
by incorporating the
latest food trends to
differentiate your offer.

For More

Servin g
Su ggesti on s
an d Recipe
Idea s...
Scan the QR
Code or visit

WWW.MCCAINFOODSERVICE.COM.AU
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McCain Straight Cut Fries 13mm
Pack Size: 3x5kg
Product Code: 203136
Gluten Free Formulation‡

‡ Manufactured in the same production facility that processes products containing gluten. May contain gluten.
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For more information talk to your McCain Foodservice Representative
or please call our National Sales Office on 03 9514 4600.
mccainfoodservice
www.mccainfoodservice.com.au

